On behalf of Splash! Publications, we would like to welcome you to Do New Mexico!
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Since the curriculum was designed by teachers, we are positive that you will find it to
be a very useful program for teaching students about New Mexico. We would like to
take a few moments to familiarize you with the program.

THE FORMAT

Do New Mexico! is a five-unit program with 37 individual lessons. Classroom packages
include a two-book Teacher’s Edition and Teacher’s Resource set, as well as a
classroom set of non-consumable Student Editions to save you time and money at the
copy machine.
The Teacher’s Edition and Student Editions contain all of the lessons and
informational text content for the curriculum. In addition, the Student Editions
include the direction pages for all of the activities. The Teacher’s Edition also includes
answer pages and grading rubrics for the program. The Teacher’s Resource contains
all of the activities, Vocabulary Quizzes, and Unit Tests.
Our goal is a complete resource that you can use the very first day you purchase
our materials. No lessons to plan, comprehension questions to write, activities to
create, or vocabulary words to define. Simply open the book and start teaching.

THE LESSON PLANS

On the next several pages, you will find the Lesson Plans for the entire curriculum.
When you need to make copies of the student information pages, we have listed the
page numbers and the initials TE for Teacher’s Edition. When you need to make
copies of the activities, Vocabulary Quizzes, or End-of-Unit Tests, we have listed the
page numbers and initials TR for Teacher’s Resource.

INTERACTIVE NOTEBOOK

In addition to other higher-level standard-aligned activities, we have included stepby-step directions, templates, and patterns for 37 Interactive Notebook Organizers &
Foldables that students will create and glue into a New Mexico History notebook.
When finished, the New Mexico History notebook will provide students with a
long lasting New Mexico History reference and help them study for Vocabulary Quizzes
and End-of-Unit Tests. A composition book works well for keeping the History
Organizers & Foldables.
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THE VOCABULARY
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Each lesson feature words in bold type. We have included a Glossary in the back of
the Teacher’s Edition and Student Editions to help students pronounce and define
the words. Unlike a dictionary, the definitions in the Glossary are concise and written
in context. Remember, we’re teachers! Students will be exposed to these vocabulary
words in the comprehension and language skills activities. They will also be tested on
the vocabulary words during each of the five Units.
Students will be responsible for creating Interactive Vocabulary Foldables and
Organizers to help them study the vocabulary words. You might even choose to allow
students to use their Foldables and Organizers on Vocabulary Quizzes. We don’t
have to tell you that incorporating these new words into your Reading and Spelling
programs will save time and make the words more meaningful for students.

THE UNIT TESTS

We’ve included a comprehensive End-of-Unit Test at the conclusion of each Unit.
Content for each Unit Test was drawn from vocabulary activities, comprehension
questions, and writing assignments within each of the five units. Again, as an
incentive, you might allow students to use their Interactive Foldables and Organizers
on the End-of-Unit Tests.

NEW MEXICO’S STATE STANDARDS

Do New Mexico! was designed in alignment with New Mexico’s State Standards for
Social Studies. These standards serve as a framework for New Mexico’s curricula by
providing student performance expectations in the areas of Civics, Financial Literacy,
Geography, History, Ethnic and Cultural Studies, and Inquiry. Each Unit’s Lesson
Plans include the standards that correlate to each lesson and the corresponding
activities.

OTHER CONTENT AREAS

Do New Mexico! integrates Social Studies content and other areas of the elementary
curriculum. You will find that most of the activities in the Teacher’s Resource focus not
only on Social Studies content, but on Reading, Math, Language, Science, and Art as
well.
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UNIT ONE – GEOGRAPHY
1.

Before reading the Northeast Region, students will:

• use the Glossary (pps. 212-215 TE/324-327 SE) to create and glue three Vocabulary Flowers into
their New Mexico History notebooks for adobe, archaeologists, culture, descendants,
elevation, eroded, founded, inlet, irrigation, manufacturing, missionaries, nuclear,
precipitation, prehistoric, species, technology, transcontinental, treaty. (pps. 1-7 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Vocabulary Flower Patterns. (pps. 3-7 TR)

After reading the Northeast Region (pps. 1-2 TE/3-4 SE), students will:

• answer Northeast Region Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 8 TR)
• complete Northeast Region Discussion Questions. (pg. 9 TR)
• use cardinal and intermediate directions to plot points of interest on a New England States Map
that they will cut out and glue into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 10-14 TR)
Note – You only need to copy New England States Mapping Activity. (pps. 13-14 TR)

• use the finished New England States Map to assemble and glue a New England States Accordion
Organizer into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 15-22 TR)
Note – You only need to copy New England States Accordion Organizer Patterns. (pps. 19-22 TR)

• use latitude and longitude to plot points of interest on a Middle Atlantic States Map that they
will cut out and glue into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 23-28 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Middle Atlantic States Mapping Activity. (pps. 27-28 TR)

• use the finished Middle Atlantic States Map to assemble and glue a Middle Atlantic States
Organizer into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 29-34 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Middle Atlantic States Organizer Patterns. (pps. 33-34 TR)
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GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUED)
2.

After reading the Middle West Region (pps. 3-4 TE/20-21 SE), students will:

• answer Middle West Region Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 35 TR)
• complete Middle West Region Discussion Questions. (pg. 36 TR)
• use number and letter pairs to plot historic sites on a Great Lakes States Map that they will cut
out and glue into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 37-40 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Great Lakes States Mapping Activity. (pps. 39-40 TR)

• use the finished Great Lakes States Map to assemble and glue a Great Lakes States Pocket
Organizer into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 41-49 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Great Lakes Pocket Organizer Patterns (pps. 43-45; 49 TR)

• use a grid system of number pairs to plot state parks on a Great Plains States Map that they will
cut out and glue into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 50-53 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Great Plains States Mapping Activity. (pps. 52-53 TR)

3.

After reading the Southeast Region (pps. 5-6 TE/31-32 SE), students will:

• answer Southeast Region Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 54 TR)
• complete Southeast Region Discussion Questions. (pg. 55 TR)
• use cardinal and intermediate directions to plot points of interest on a Southeast Region Map that
they will cut out and glue into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 56-60 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Southeast Region Mapping Activity. (pps. 59-60 TR)

• use the finished Southeast Region Map to assemble and glue a Southeast Region Reference Map into
their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 61-64 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Southeast Region Reference Map Patterns (pg. 62 and 64 TR)
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GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUED)
4.

After reading the Southwest Region (pps. 7-8 TE/38-39 SE), students will:

• answer Southwest Region Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 65 TR)
• complete Southwest Region Discussion Questions. (pg. 66 TR)
• use latitude and longitude to plot points of interest on a Southwest Region Map that they will cut
out and glue into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 67-72 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Southwest Region Mapping Activity. (pps. 71-72 TR)

• use the finished Southwest Region Map to assemble and glue a Southwest Region Flip Book into
their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 73-77 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Southwest Region Flip Book Patterns. (pps. 76-77 TR)
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GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUED)
5.

After reading the West Region (pps. 9-10 TE/47-48 SE), students will:

• answer West Region Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 78 TR)
• complete West Region Discussion Questions. (pg. 79 TR)
• use cardinal and intermediate directions to plot points of interest on a Mountain States Map
that they will cut out and glue into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 80-85 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Mountain States Mapping Activity. (pps. 84-85 TR)

• create Tables and a Pie Chart for each of the five Mountain States. (pps. 86-94 TR)

Note – You only need to copy Mountain States Pie Chart Patterns. (pps. 89-94 TR)

• use the finished Tables and Pie Charts to assemble and glue a Mountain States Pie Chart Booklet
into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 95-97 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Pie Chart Booklet Covers. (pg. 97 TR)

• use a grid system of number pairs to plot national parks and monuments on a Pacific States
Map that they will cut out and glue into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 98-100 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Pacific States Mapping Activity. (pg. 100 TR)

• use the finished Pacific States Map to create Pacific States Fact Cards. (pps. 101-105 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Pacific States Fact Cards. (pps. 103-105 TR)

• assemble and glue a Two-Pocket Organizer for storing their Pacific States Fact Cards in their
New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 106-110 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Two-Pocket Organizer Patterns. (pps. 109-110 TR)

• diﬀerentiate between primary and secondary sources to complete Consider the
Source. (pg. 111 TR)
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GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUED)
6.

After reading New Mexico’s Regions (pps. 11-13 TE/65-67 SE), students will:

• answer New Mexico’s Regions Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 112 TR)
• complete New Mexico’s Regions Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 113 TR)
• plot each of New Mexico’s four regions on a New Mexico Regions Map that they will cut out
and glue into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 114-115 TR)
Note – You only need to copy New Mexico’s Regions Map. (pg. 115 TR)

• use the lesson and finished New Mexico Regions Map to assemble and glue a Region Flip Book
into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 116-119 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Region Flip Book Patterns. (pps. 118-119 TR)

7.

After reading New Mexico’s Water Resources (pps. 14-16 TE/71-73 SE), students
will:

• answer New Mexico’s Water Resources Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 120 TR)
• complete New Mexico’s Water Resources Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 121 TR)
• plot rivers, lakes, springs, and dams on New Mexico Water Resources Maps. (pps. 122-125 TR)
Note – You only need to copy New Mexico’s Water Resource Maps. (pps. 123-125 TR)

• use the lesson to assemble and glue a Cube Foldable into their New Mexico History
notebooks. (pps. 126-129 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Cube Foldable Patterns. (pps. 128-129 TR)
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GEOGRAPHY (CONTINUED)
8.

After reading New Mexico’s Points of Interest (pps. 17-25 TE/77-85 SE), students
will:
• answer New Mexico’s Points of Interest Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 130 TR)
• complete New Mexico’s Points of Interest Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 131 TR)
• use pictures and descriptions of New Mexico’s Points of Interest to create and glue a New
Mexico Travel Brochure into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 132-141 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Travel Brochure Patterns. (pps. 134-137; 140-141 TR)

• take a New Mexico Geography Vocabulary Quiz. (pps. 142-143 TR)
• take a New Mexico Geography End-of-Unit Test. (pps. 144-149 TR)
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NEW MEXICO GEOGRAPHY – 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS

GEOGRAPHY ANCHOR STANDARD 11 – GEOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS AND REASONING

4.19 EXAMINE AND SYNTHESIZE (COMBINE) DATA FROM AT LEAST TWO TYPES OF MAPS (PHYSICAL,
TOPOGRAPHICAL, OR GEOGRAPHIC THEMATIC MAPS) TO SUPPORT A CLAIM ABOUT THE
REGIONAL DIVISIONS OF NEW MEXICO AND COMPARE AND CONTRAST ITS REPRESENTATIONS
AND DIVERSE GEOGRAPHY.
4.21 APPLY GEOGRAPHIC TOOLS OF TITLE, GRID SYSTEM, LEGENDS, SYMBOLS, SCALE AND COMPASS
ROSE TO CONSTRUCT AND INTERPRET DIGITAL AND ANALOG MAPS.

4.22 DESCRIBE AND IDENTIFY THE REGIONS AND FOUR PROVINCES THAT MAKE UP NEW
MEXICO’S LAND SURFACE.
GEOGRAPHY ANCHOR STANDARD 13 – MOVEMENT, POPULATION, AND SYSTEMS

4.11 DESCRIBE THE DIFFERENT GROUPS OF PEOPLE THAT HAVE SETTLED IN NEW MEXICO
THROUGHOUT HISTORY AND DESCRIBE THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS TO NEW MEXICO CULTURES.
GEOGRAPHY ANCHOR STANDARD 14 – HUMAN-ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTIONS AND
SUSTAINABILITY

4.23 EXPLORE HOW GEOGRAPHIC FACTORS INFLUENCE LOCATIONS OF SETTLEMENTS AND USE OF
NATURAL RESOURCES TO MEET THE BASIC NEEDS OF HUMANS.

ECONOMICS/PERSONAL FINANCIAL LITERACY ANCHOR STANDARD 5 – ECONOMIC DECISION
MAKING
4.15 EXPLAIN THE IMPACT OF USING NATURAL RESOURCES ON THE LOCAL, COUNTY, AND STATE
ECONOMY.

ECONOMICS/PERSONAL
AND MODELS

FINANCIAL LITERACY ANCHOR STANDARD 7 – ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

4.16 EXPLAIN HOW TRADE AND INDUSTRY IN NEW MEXICO IS IMPACTED BY BORDERING
ECONOMIES (MEXICO, ARIZONA, COLORADO, TEXAS).

4.17 RESEARCH AND CREATE A LIST OF PRODUCTS, GOODS, AND SERVICES THAT NEW MEXICO
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
ECONOMICS/PERSONAL FINANCIAL LITERACY ANCHOR STANDARD 8 – MONEY AND MARKETS
4.18 EXPLORE THE SIGNIFICANCE OF VARIOUS INDUSTRIES IN NEW MEXICO.
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UNIT TWO – WILDLIFE
1.

Before reading The Animal Kingdom, students will:

• use the Glossary (pps. 212-215 TE/324-327 SE) to create and glue three Vocabulary Accordions into
their New Mexico History notebooks for burrowing, conserve, continent, exoskeletons,
paralyze, predators, prey, regenerate, venomous. (pps. 150-155 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Vocabulary Accordion Patterns. (pps. 152-155 TR)

After reading The Animal Kingdom (pps. 48-50 TE/92-94 SE), students will:

• answer The Animal Kingdom Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 156 TR)
• diﬀerentiate between structural adaptations, behavioral adaptations, camouflage, and
mimicry to assemble and play Adaptation Match-Up Game. (pps. 157-165 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Adaptation Match-Up Cards. (pps. 158-165 TR)

2.

After reading Vertebrates (pps. 51-53 TE/96-98 SE), students will:

• answer Vertebrates Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 166 TR)
• diﬀerentiate between true facts and fibs to assemble and play Find the Fib
Game. (pps. 167-182 TR)

Note – You only need to copy Find the Fib Game Patterns. (pps. 171-182 TR)

• assemble and glue a Two-Pocket Organizer for storing their Find the Fib Game in their New
Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 183-187 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Two-Pocket Organizer Patterns. (pps. 186-187 TR)
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WILDLIFE (CONTINUED)
3.

After reading Invertebrates (pps. 54-56 TE/106-108 SE), students will:
• answer Invertebrates Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 188 TR)
• use the lesson to solve riddles about Invertebrates. (pps. 189-190 TR)

4.

After reading New Mexico’s Large Mammals (pps. 57-60 TE/109-112 SE), students will:
• answer Large Mammals Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 191 TR)
• complete Large Mammals Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 192 TR)
• use pictures and descriptions of New Mexico’s large mammals to complete the first part of a
Mammal Expert’s Journal. (pps. 193-201 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Large Mammals Journal Pages. (pps. 194-201 TR)

5.

After reading New Mexico’s Small Mammals (pps. 61-65 TE/114-118 SE), students
will:
• answer Small Mammals Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 202 TR)
• use pictures and descriptions of New Mexico’s small mammals to complete the second part of
a Mammal Expert’s Journal. (pps. 203-214 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Mammals Journal Cover and Small Mammals Journal
Pages. (pps. 204-214 TR)

6.

After reading New Mexico’s Birds (pps. 66-70 TE/120-124 SE), students will:

• answer New Mexico’s Birds Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 215 TR)
• complete New Mexico’s Birds Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 216 TR)
• use the lesson to correctly color and place New Mexico’s birds into their proper regions
to make a New Mexico’s Birds Map. (pps. 217-219 TR)
Note – You only need to copy New Mexico’s Birds Map Activity. (pps. 218-219 TR)

• create a New Mexico’s Birds Data Chart and Bar Graph illustrating the time it takes each bird to
hatch its eggs and wean its youngsters from the nest. (pps. 220-222 TR)
Note – You only need to copy New Mexico’s Birds Chart and Graph. (pps. 221-222 TR)
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WILDLIFE (CONTINUED)
7.

After reading New Mexico’s Fish and Reptiles (pps. 71-73 TE/127-129 SE), students
will:
• answer Fish and Reptile Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 223 TR)
• complete New Mexico’s Fish and Reptiles Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 224 TR)
• complete and glue a Fish and Reptile Circle Chart into their New Mexico History
notebooks. (pps. 225-226 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Circle Chart. (pg. 226 TR)

• use the Fish and Reptile Circle Chart to assemble and glue a Fish and Reptile Flip Book into their
New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 227-231 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Flip Book Patterns. (pps. 230-231 TR)

• use color patterns to diﬀerentiate between venomous coral and harmless Sonora king
snakes. (pps. 232-233 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Snake Patterns. (pg. 233 TR)

8.

After reading New Mexico’s Amphibians (pps. 74-76 TE/135-137 SE), students will:
• answer New Mexico’s Amphibians Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 234 TR)
• complete New Mexico’s Amphibians Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 235 TR)
• use number coordinates to solve an Amphibian Grid Math Puzzle. (pps. 236-239 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Grid Math Puzzle. (pps. 238-239 TR)

9.

After reading New Mexico’s Arthropods (pps. 77-81 TE/140-144 SE), students will:
• answer New Mexico’s Arthropods Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 240 TR)
• complete New Mexico’s Arthropods Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 241 TR)
• classify New Mexico’s wildlife according to species. (pps. 242-244 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Classification Pictures and Chart. (pps. 243-244 TR)
• take a New Mexico’s Wildlife Vocabulary Quiz. (pg. 245 TR)
• take a New Mexico Wildlife End-of-Unit Test. (pps. 246-250 TR)
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NEW MEXICO WILDLIFE – 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS

GEOGRAPHY ANCHOR STANDARD 11 – GEOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS AND REASONING

4.19 EXAMINE AND SYNTHESIZE (COMBINE) DATA FROM AT LEAST TWO TYPES OF MAPS (PHYSICAL,
TOPOGRAPHICAL, OR GEOGRAPHIC THEMATIC MAPS) TO SUPPORT A CLAIM ABOUT THE
REGIONAL DIVISIONS OF NEW MEXICO AND COMPARE AND CONTRAST ITS REPRESENTATIONS
AND DIVERSE GEOGRAPHY.
4.21 APPLY GEOGRAPHIC TOOLS OF TITLE, GRID SYSTEM, LEGENDS, SYMBOLS, SCALE AND COMPASS
ROSE TO CONSTRUCT AND INTERPRET DIGITAL AND ANALOG MAPS.
4.22 DESCRIBE AND IDENTIFY THE REGIONS AND FOUR PROVINCES THAT MAKE UP NEW
MEXICO’S LAND SURFACE.

GEOGRAPHY ANCHOR STANDARD 14 – HUMAN-ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTIONS AND
SUSTAINABILITY

4.23 EXPLORE HOW GEOGRAPHIC FACTORS INFLUENCE LOCATIONS OF SETTLEMENTS AND USE OF
NATURAL RESOURCES TO MEET THE BASIC NEEDS OF HUMANS.
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UNIT THREE – HISTORY
1.

Before reading New Mexico’s First People, students will:

• use the Glossary (pps. 212-215 TE/324-327 SE) to create and glue three Vocabulary Six-Flaps into
their New Mexico History notebooks for abolish, allies, Christians, Congress, customs,
delegates, domesticated, empire, enforcement, expand, fertilized, hoax, Mormon, motto,
prosperity, ransom, sacrificed, smallpox. (pps. 251-257 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Vocabulary Six-Flap Patterns. (pps. 253-257 TR)

After reading New Mexico’s First People (pps. 98-102 TE/148-152 SE), students will:
• answer New Mexico’s First People Reading Comprehension Questions (pg. 258 TR).
• complete New Mexico’s First People Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 259 TR)
• follow written directions to draw and color a buﬀalo. (pps. 260-261 TR)
Note – You don’t need to make any copies.

• use cardinal and intermediate directions to plot ancient New Mexico dwellings onto an
Ancient Dwellings Map. (pps. 262-265 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Ancient Dwellings Map Activity. (pps. 264-265 TR)

• use the lesson to create and glue a First People Circle Chart into their New Mexico History
notebooks. (pps. 266-267 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Circle Chart. (pg. 267 TR)

• use the the First People Circle Chart to assemble and glue a First People Flip Book into their
New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 268-272 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Flip Book Patterns. (pps. 271-272 TR)
• follow written directions to assemble 3-dimensional pueblo dwellings and
villages. (pps. 273-277 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Pueblo Patterns. (pps. 276-277 TR)
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HISTORY (CONTINUED)
2.

After reading Spanish in New Mexico (pps. 103-106 TE/164-167 SE), students will:
• answer Spanish in New Mexico Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 278 TR)
• complete Spanish in New Mexico Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 279 TR)
• diﬀerentiate between primary and secondary sources to complete Consider the
Source. (pg. 280 TR)
• use the lesson to assemble and glue two Interactive Time Lines to glue into their New Mexico
History notebooks. (pps. 281-287 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Time Line Patterns. (pps. 284-287 TR)

3.

After reading Spanish Missionaries (pps. 107-108 TE/171-172 SE), students will:
• answer Spanish Missionaries Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 288 TR)
• complete Spanish Missionaries Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 289 TR)
• use the lesson and other appropriate sources to make and play a Find the Fib
Game. (pps. 290-305 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Find the Fib Game Patterns. (pps. 294-305 TR)

• assemble and glue a Two-Pocket Organizer for storing their Find the Fib Game in their
New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 306-310 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Two-Pocket Organizer Patterns. (pps. 309-310 TR)
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4.

After reading Americans in New Mexico (pps. 109-111 TE/180-182 SE), students
will:

• answer Americans in New Mexico Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 311 TR)
• complete Americans in New Mexico Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 312 TR)
• use the lesson to assemble and glue a Four-Fold Organizer into their New Mexico History
notebooks. (pps. 313-316 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Four-Fold Organizer Patterns. (pps. 315-316 TR)

• follow written directions to draw a beaver. (pps. 317-318 TR)
Note – You don’t need to make any copies.

5.

After reading The Mexican War (pps. 112-113 TE/187-188 SE), students will:

• answer Mexican War Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 319 TR)
• complete Mexican War Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 320 TR)
• use the lesson to assemble and glue a Pocket Time Line into their New Mexico History
notebooks. (pps. 321-328 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Pocket Time Line Patterns. (pps. 322-324; 328 TR)
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6.

After reading The Civil War (pps. 114-115 TE/193-194 SE), students will:

• answer Civil War Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 329 TR)
• complete Civil War Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 330 TR)
• analyze a primary source document to assemble a Primary Source Wheel to glue into
their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 331-335 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Primary Source Wheel Patterns. (pps. 334-335 TR)

Note – You will need metal brads for this activity.

Note – to view the full citation for the primary source, visit https://www.docsteach.
org/documents/document/bill-of-sale-for-slave-named-george

• create and glue a Civil War Note Taking Chart into their New Mexico History

notebooks. (pps. 336-337 TR)

Note – You only need to copy Note Taking Chart. (pg. 337 TR)

• use the Civil War Note Taking Chart to assemble and glue a Venn Diagram Organizer into their

New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 338-342 TR)

Note – You only need to copy Venn Diagram Patterns. (pg. 339 and 342 TR)

• use the Venn Diagram Organizer to write a Compare and Contrast Paragraph about the Union

and the Confederacy. (pps. 343-348 TR)
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7.

After reading Territorial Days (pps. 116-117 TE/201-202 SE), students will:
• answer Territorial Days Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 349 TR)
• complete Territorial Days Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 350 TR)
• follow written directions to assemble a Covered Wagon Model. (pps. 351-356 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Covered Wagon Patterns. (pps. 355-356 TR)

• Read about famous Native Americans Geronimo and Manuelito. (pps. 118-119 TE/207-208 SE)
• use the information about Geronimo or Manuelito as well as another appropriate source
to assemble and glue a Four-Fold Fact Organizer into their New Mexico History
notebooks. (pps. 357-365)
Note – You only need to copy Four-Fold Fact Patterns. (pps. 358-359; 363-365 TR)

• use the Four-Fold Fact Organizer to write a Famous Person Paragraph about Geronimo or
Manuelito. (pps. 366-370)

8.

After reading Statehood (pps. 120-121 TE/213-214 SE), students will:

• answer Statehood Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 371 TR)
• complete Statehood Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 372 TR)
• follow written directions to correctly color New Mexico’s State Flag. (pps. 373-374 TR)
Note – You only need to copy New Mexico’s State Flag. (pg. 374 TR)

• use number and letter pairs to solve Statehood Grid Math Puzzle. (pps. 375-379 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Grid Math Puzzle. (pps. 377-379 TR)

• take a New Mexico History Vocabulary Quiz. (pps. 380-381 TR)
• take a New Mexico History End-of-Unit Test. (pps. 382-389 TR)
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NEW MEXICO HISTORY – 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS
INQUIRY ANCHOR STANDARD 26 – COMMUNICATE AND CRITIQUE CONCLUSIONS

4.4

CONSTRUCT RESPONSES TO COMPELLING QUESTIONS USING REASONING, EXAMPLES, AND
RELEVANT DETAILS.

CIVICS ANCHOR STANDARD 3 – DISPOSITIONS AND DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLES

4.9

DEMONSTRATE UNDERSTANDING THAT STATE SYMBOLS, HOLIDAYS, TRADITIONS, AND SONGS
REPRESENT VARIOUS CULTURAL HERITAGES, NATURAL TREASURES, AND THE DEMOCRATIC
VALUES OF NEW MEXICO.

HISTORY ANCHOR STANDARD 16 – CAUSE AND CONSEQUENCES

4.12 DESCRIBE THE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN INDIGENOUS PEOPLE AND EUROPEAN SETTLERS
INCLUDING AGRICULTURE, CULTURAL EXCHANGES, ALLIANCES, AND CONFLICTS.
HISTORY ANCHOR STANDARD 17 – HISTORICAL THINKING

4.13 CREATE A TIMELINE THAT DEPICTS EVENTS AND THE CHANGES IN NEW MEXICO DURING A
SELECTED TIME PERIOD.

HISTORY ANCHOR STANDARD 18 – CRITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS AND PERSPECTIVES

4.24 EXPLAIN WHY VARIOUS INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS DURING THE SAME HISTORICAL PERIOD
DIFFERED IN THEIR PERSPECTIVES TOWARDS SIGNIFICANT HISTORICAL EVENTS.

HISTORY ANCHOR STANDARD 19 – POWER, DYNAMICS, LEADERSHIP, AND AGENCY

4.10 INVESTIGATE HOW DIFFERENT GROUPS HAVE INFLUENCED THE WAYS THAT STATE ISSUES ARE
VIEWED AND RESOLVED.

4.14 EXAMINE THE CHANGES IN GOVERNANCE OF NEW MEXICO.
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GEOGRAPHY ANCHOR STANDARD 11 – GEOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS AND REASONING

4.19 EXAMINE AND SYNTHESIZE (COMBINE) DATA FROM AT LEAST TWO TYPES OF MAPS (PHYSICAL,
TOPOGRAPHICAL, OR GEOGRAPHIC THEMATIC MAPS) TO SUPPORT A CLAIM ABOUT THE
REGIONAL DIVISIONS OF NEW MEXICO AND COMPARE AND CONTRAST ITS REPRESENTATIONS
AND DIVERSE GEOGRAPHY.
4.20 USING A VARIETY OF MAPS, INVESTIGATE AND COMPARE HOW NEW MEXICO’S BOUNDARIES
HAVE CHANGED OVER TIME.
4.21 APPLY GEOGRAPHIC TOOLS OF TITLE, GRID SYSTEM, LEGENDS, SYMBOLS, SCALE AND COMPASS
ROSE TO CONSTRUCT AND INTERPRET DIGITAL AND ANALOG MAPS.

GEOGRAPHY ANCHOR STANDARD 13 – MOVEMENT, POPULATION, AND SYSTEMS

4.11 DESCRIBE THE DIFFERENT GROUPS OF PEOPLE THAT HAVE SETTLED IN NEW MEXICO
THROUGHOUT HISTORY AND DESCRIBE THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS TO NEW MEXICO CULTURES.
GEOGRAPHY ANCHOR STANDARD 14 – HUMAN-ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTIONS AND
SUSTAINABILITY

4.23 EXPLORE HOW GEOGRAPHIC FACTORS INFLUENCE LOCATIONS OF SETTLEMENTS AND USE OF
NATURAL RESOURCES TO MEET THE BASIC NEEDS OF HUMANS.

ECONOMICS/PERSONAL FINANCIAL LITERACY ANCHOR STANDARD 5 – ECONOMIC DECISION
MAKING
4.15 EXPLAIN THE IMPACT OF USING NATURAL RESOURCES ON THE LOCAL, COUNTY, AND STATE
ECONOMY.

ECONOMICS/PERSONAL FINANCIAL LITERACY ANCHOR STANDARD 7 – ECONOMIC SYSTEMS
AND MODELS

4.16 EXPLAIN HOW TRADE AND INDUSTRY IN NEW MEXICO IS IMPACTED BY BORDERING
ECONOMIES (MEXICO, ARIZONA, COLORADO, TEXAS).
ECONOMICS/PERSONAL FINANCIAL LITERACY ANCHOR STANDARD 8 – MONEY AND MARKETS
4.18 EXPLORE THE SIGNIFICANCE OF VARIOUS INDUSTRIES IN NEW MEXICO.
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NEW MEXICO HISTORY – 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS

ETHNIC, CULTURAL, AND IDENTITY STUDIES ANCHOR STANDARD 20 – DIVERSITY AND
IDENTITY

4.25 PARTICIPATE IN INQUIRY OF OTHER PEOPLE’S LIVES AND EXPERIENCES WHILE DEMONSTRATING
RESPECT AND EMPATHY FOR OTHERS.

ETHNIC, CULTURAL, AND IDENTITY STUDIES ANCHOR STANDARD 21 – IDENTITY IN HISTORY
4.26 EXPLAIN CONNECTIONS AMONG HISTORICAL CONTEXTS AND PEOPLE’S PERSPECTIVES AT THE
TIME.
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UNIT FOUR – GOVERNMENT
1.

Before reading The United States Constitution, students will:

• use the Glossary (pps. 212-215 TE/324-327 SE) to create and glue three Vocabulary Six-Petals into
their New Mexico History notebooks for abandoned, appeal, bail, convert, environmental,
handicapped, inhabited, jaywalking, jury, kachinas, landfill, press, ratify, restored, sued,
testify, traditions, veto. (pps. 390-396 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Vocabulary Six-Petal Patterns. (pps. 392-396 TR)

After reading The United States Constitution (pps. 140-142 TE/220-222 SE), students
will:
• answer United States Constitution Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 397 TR)
• complete United States Constitution Discussion Questions. (pg. 398 TR)
• use the lesson to assemble and glue a Constitution Flap Book into their New Mexico History
notebooks. (pps. 399-401 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Flap Book Patterns. (pg. 401 TR)

2.

After reading The Bill of Rights (pps. 143-144 TE/225-226 SE), students will:

• answer Bill of Rights Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 402 TR)
• complete Bill of Rights Discussion Questions. (pg. 403 TR)
• use the lesson to assemble and glue a Bill of Rights Booklet into their New Mexico History
notebooks. (pps. 404-406 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Booklet Pattern. (pg. 406 TR)
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3.

After reading New Mexico’s Constitution (pps. 145-146 TE/229-230 SE), students
will:
• answer New Mexico’s Constitution Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 407 TR)
• diﬀerentiate between primary and secondary sources to complete Consider the
Source. (pg. 408 TR)
• analyze a primary source women’s suﬀrage billboard and use the information to answer who,
what, why, and how questions to make a Primary Source Tab Booklet to glue into their
New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 409-415 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Primary Source Patterns. (pps. 409; 414-415 TR)
Note – to view the full citation for the primary source billboard, visit
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.mss/mnwp.159106

4.

After reading New Mexico’s Government (pps. 147-149 TE/235-237 SE), students
will:
• answer New Mexico’s Government Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 416 TR)
• complete New Mexico’s Government Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 417 TR)
• compete New Mexico’s Government Discussion Questions. (pg. 418 TR)
• create a color-coded New Mexico County Map that they will glue into their New Mexico
History notebooks. (pps. 419-421 TR)
Note – You only need to copy New Mexico County Map. (pg. 421 TR)

• use the New Mexico County Map to assemble and glue a County Map Organizer into their
New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 422-428 TR)
Note – You only need to copy County Map Organizer Patterns. (pps. 426-428 TR)
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5.

After reading Citizenship (pps. 150-151 TE/244-245 SE), students will:

• answer Citizenship Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 429 TR)
• answer pre-writing questions and follow a format to write a Formal Letter to a New Mexico
legislator. (pps. 430-441 TR)
• properly address an envelope. (pg. 442 TR)

6.

After reading Native Americans (pps. 152-160 TE/246-254 SE), students will:

• answer Native Americans Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 443 TR)
• diﬀerentiate between primary and secondary sources to complete Consider the
Source. (pg. 444 TR)
• use the lesson to create a Pinwheel Study Guide to glue into their New Mexico History
notebooks. (pps. 445-447 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Pinwheel Pattern. (pg. 447 TR)

• take a New Mexico Government Vocabulary Quiz. (pps. 448-449 TR)
• take a New Mexico Government End-of-Unit Test. (pps. 450-456 TR)
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NEW MEXICO GOVERNMENT – 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS
INQUIRY ANCHOR STANDARD 23 – CONSTRUCT COMPELLING AND SUPPORTING QUESTIONS
4.1

GENERATE COMPELLING QUESTIONS IN AN INQUIRY.

4.2

USE SUPPORTING QUESTIONS TO HELP ANSWER THE COMPELLING QUESTION IN AN INQUIRY.

INQUIRY ANCHOR STANDARD 27 – TAKE INFORMED ACTION

4.6

USE DELIBERATIVE AND DEMOCRATIC PROCEDURES TO MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT AND ACT ON
CIVIC PROBLEMS OR ISSUES IN THEIR CLASSROOMS.

CIVICS ANCHOR STANDARD 2 – PROCESSES, RULES, AND LAWS

4.7

EXAMINE AND EVALUATE THE RULES, LAWS, AND AUTHORITIES THAT KEEP PEOPLE SAFE IN
NEW MEXICO.

CIVICS ANCHOR STANDARD 3 – CIVIC DISPOSITIONS AND DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLES

4.8

EXPLAIN HOW DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLES GUIDE LOCAL, STATE, AND SOVEREIGN GOVERNMENTS.

HISTORY ANCHOR STANDARD 16 – CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES

4.12 DESCRIBE THE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN INDIGENOUS PEOPLE AND EUROPEAN SETTLERS
INCLUDING AGRICULTURE, CULTURAL EXCHANGES, ALLIANCES, AND CONFLICTS.
HISTORY ANCHOR STANDARD 18 – CRITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS AND PERSPECTIVES

4.24 EXPLAIN WHY VARIOUS INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS DURING THE SAME HISTORICAL PERIOD
DIFFERED IN THEIR PERSPECTIVES TOWARDS SIGNIFICANT HISTORICAL EVENTS.
HISTORY ANCHOR STANDARD 19 – POWER, DYNAMICS, LEADERSHIP, AND AGENCY
4.10 INVESTIGATE HOW DIFFERENT GROUPS HAVE INFLUENCED THE WAYS THAT STATE ISSUES ARE
VIEWED AND RESOLVED.

4.14 EXAMINE THE CHANGES IN GOVERNANCE OF NEW MEXICO.
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NEW MEXICO GOVERNMENT – 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS
GEOGRAPHY ANCHOR STANDARD 11 – GEOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS AND REASONING

4.19 EXAMINE AND SYNTHESIZE (COMBINE) DATA FROM AT LEAST TWO TYPES OF MAPS (PHYSICAL,
TOPOGRAPHICAL, OR GEOGRAPHIC THEMATIC MAPS) TO SUPPORT A CLAIM ABOUT THE
REGIONAL DIVISIONS OF NEW MEXICO AND COMPARE AND CONTRAST ITS REPRESENTATIONS
AND DIVERSE GEOGRAPHY.
4.21 APPLY GEOGRAPHIC TOOLS OF TITLE, GRID SYSTEM, LEGENDS, SYMBOLS, SCALE AND COMPASS
ROSE TO CONSTRUCT AND INTERPRET DIGITAL AND ANALOG MAPS.

GEOGRAPHY ANCHOR STANDARD 13 – MOVEMENT, POPULATION, AND SYSTEMS

4.11 DESCRIBE THE DIFFERENT GROUPS OF PEOPLE THAT HAVE SETTLED IN NEW MEXICO
THROUGHOUT HISTORY AND DESCRIBE THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS TO NEW MEXICO CULTURES.

GEOGRAPHY ANCHOR STANDARD 14 – HUMAN-ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTIONS AND
SUSTAINABILITY

4.23 EXPLORE HOW GEOGRAPHIC FACTORS INFLUENCE LOCATIONS OF SETTLEMENTS AND USE OF
NATURAL RESOURCES TO MEET THE BASIC NEEDS OF HUMANS.

ETHNIC, CULTURAL, AND IDENTITY STUDIES ANCHOR STANDARD 20 – DIVERSITY AND
IDENTITY

4.25 PARTICIPATE IN INQUIRY OF OTHER PEOPLE’S LIVES AND EXPERIENCES WHILE DEMONSTRATING
RESPECT AND EMPATHY FOR OTHERS.

ETHNIC, CULTURAL, AND IDENTITY STUDIES ANCHOR STANDARD 21 – IDENTITY IN HISTORY
4.26 EXPLAIN CONNECTIONS AMONG HISTORICAL CONTEXTS AND PEOPLE’S PERSPECTIVES AT THE
TIME.
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UNIT FIVE – ECONOMY
1.

Before reading Earning Money, students will:

• use the Glossary (pps. 212-215 TE/324-327 SE) to create and glue two Vocabulary Foldables into
their New Mexico History notebooks for ammunition, atomic, campaign, charity, dictators,
disability, discriminated, ethnic, invested, migration, minimum, molybdenum, observatories,
potash, processing, province, Pulitzer Prize, retirement, sorghum, unemployed. (pps. 457-463 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Vocabulary Foldable Patterns. (pps. 460-463 TR)

After reading Earning Money (pps. 174-175 TE/260-261 SE), students will:

• answer Earning Money Comprehension Questions. (pg. 464 TR)
• use the lesson to complete the first part of Earning and Spending Money Booklets to glue into
their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 465-468 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Booklet Patterns. (pps. 467-468 TR)

• use the lesson to create and glue an Economy Circle Chart into their New Mexico History
notebooks. (pps. 469-470 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Economy Circle Chart. (pg. 470 TR)

• use the Economy Circle Chart to assemble and glue an Economy Learning Wheel into their New
Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 471-476 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Economy Learning Wheel Patterns. (pps. 475-476 TR)
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2.

After reading Spending and Saving Money (pps. 176-178 TE/269-271 SE), students
will:
• answer Spending and Saving Money Comprehension Questions. (pg. 477 TR)
• use the lesson to complete the second part of Earning and Spending Money Booklets already
glued in their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 478-480 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Booklet Questions. (pps. 480 TR)

• survey the class to create and glue a Tally Chart and Pictograph Foldable into their New Mexico
History notebooks. (pps. 481-487 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Pictograph Foldable Patterns. (pps. 482; 486-487 TR)

3.

After reading New Mexico’s Early Economy (pps. 179-181 TE/278-280 SE), students
will:
• answer New Mexico’s Early Economy Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 488 TR)
• use cardinal and intermediate directions to plot mines on a New Mexico Mines
Map that they will glue into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 489-493 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Mining Mapping Activity. (pps. 492-493 TR)

• use the New Mexico Mines Map to assemble and glue a Pull-Out Pocket Organizer into their
New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 494-501 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Pull-Out Organizer Patterns. (pps. 496-497; 501 TR)
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4.

After reading The Great Depression (pps. 182-184 TE/289-291 SE), students will:
• answer The Great Depression Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 502 TR)
• complete Great Depression Discussion Questions. (pg. 503 TR)
• read about Franklin D. Roosevelt. (pps. 185-186 TE/292-293 SE)
• use the information about Franklin D. Roosevelt to assemble and glue a Cause and Eﬀect
Organizer into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 504-509 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Cause and Eﬀect Patterns. (pps. 507-509 TR)

5.

After reading World War II (pps. 187-192 TE/297-302 SE), students will:

• answer World War II Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 510 TR)
• diﬀerentiate between primary and secondary sources to complete Consider the
Source. (pg. 511 TR)
• analyze primary source posters created during World War II and use the information to
answer questions and make inferences about the cause and eﬀect they had on readers
during World War II. (pps. 512-513 TR)
Note – to view the full citation for the primary source posters, visit
https://www.docsteach.org/documents/document/a-key-tovictory https://www.docsteach.org/documents/document/careless-talk

• use cardinal and intermediate directions to plot relocation centers on a Japanese Relocation
Map. (pps. 514-518 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Japanese Relocation Center Mapping Activity. (pps. 517-518 TR)

• answer World War II and Japanese Relocation Centers Discussion Questions. (pg. 519 TR)
• follow directions to assemble a model P-47 Thunderbolt Plane. (pps. 520-526 TR)
Note – You only need to copy P-47 Patterns. (pps. 525-526 TR)
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6.

After reading New Mexico Today (pps. 193-194 TE/311-312 SE), students will:
•
•
•
•

answer New Mexico Today Reading Comprehension Questions. (pg. 527 TR)
complete New Mexico Today Language Skills Exercise. (pg. 528 TR)
complete New Mexico Today Discussion Questions. (pg. 529 TR)
create a Climate Bar Graph displaying New Mexico’s average temperature and
precipitation to glue into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 530-534 TR)

Note – You only need to copy Climate Bar Graph. (pg. 534 TR)

• analyze the Climate Bar Graph to create and glue a Circle Flap Organizer into their New
Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 535-541 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Circle Flap Pattens. (pps. 539-541 TR)

• work with a partner to identify a concern for New Mexico’s future, gather information, list
and consider options, examine advantages and disadvantages, choose a solution, and take
action. (pps. 542-549 TR)
• evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the solution for New Mexico’s future and make an Accordion
Organizer to glue into their New Mexico History notebooks. (pps. 550-556 TR)
Note – You only need to copy Heading Titles and Accordion Organizer Pages. (pps. 553-556 TR)

• take a New Mexico Economy Vocabulary Quiz. (pps. 557-558 TR)
• take a New Mexico Economy End-of-Unit Test. (pps. 559-564 TR)
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NEW MEXICO ECONOMY – 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS

INQUIRY ANCHOR STANDARD 23 – CONSTRUCT COMPELLING AND SUPPORTING QUESTIONS
4.1

GENERATE COMPELLING QUESTIONS IN AN INQUIRY.

4.2

USE SUPPORTING QUESTIONS TO HELP ANSWER THE COMPELLING QUESTION IN AN INQUIRY.

INQUIRY ANCHOR STANDARD 25 – DEVELOP CLAIMS

4.3

CITE EVIDENCE THAT SUPPORTS A RESPONSE TO SUPPORTING OR COMPELLING QUESTIONS.

INQUIRY ANCHOR STANDARD 26 – COMMUNICATE AND CRITIQUE CONCLUSIONS

4.4

CONSTRUCT RESPONSES TO COMPELLING QUESTIONS USING REASONING, EXAMPLES, AND
RELEVANT DETAILS.

INQUIRY ANCHOR STANDARD 27 – TAKE INFORMED ACTION

4.5

IDENTIFY CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES WHEN TAKING ACTION TO ADDRESS PROBLEMS OR
ISSUES, INCLUDING PREDICTING POSSIBLE OUTCOMES.

4.6

USE DELIBERATIVE AND DEMOCRATIC PROCEDURES TO MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT AND ACT ON
CIVIC PROBLEMS OR ISSUES IN THEIR CLASSROOMS.

HISTORY ANCHOR STANDARD 18 – CRITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS AND PERSPECTIVES

4.24 EXPLAIN WHY VARIOUS INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS DURING THE SAME HISTORICAL PERIOD
DIFFERED IN THEIR PERSPECTIVES TOWARDS SIGNIFICANT HISTORICAL EVENTS.
HISTORY ANCHOR STANDARD 19 – POWER, DYNAMICS, LEADERSHIP, AND AGENCY

4.10 INVESTIGATE HOW DIFFERENT GROUPS HAVE INFLUENCED THE WAYS THAT STATE ISSUES ARE
VIEWED AND RESOLVED.
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NEW MEXICO ECONOMY – 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS

GEOGRAPHY ANCHOR STANDARD 11 – GEOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS AND REASONING

4.19 EXAMINE AND SYNTHESIZE (COMBINE) DATA FROM AT LEAST TWO TYPES OF MAPS (PHYSICAL,
TOPOGRAPHICAL, OR GEOGRAPHIC THEMATIC MAPS) TO SUPPORT A CLAIM ABOUT THE
REGIONAL DIVISIONS OF NEW MEXICO AND COMPARE AND CONTRAST ITS REPRESENTATIONS
AND DIVERSE GEOGRAPHY.
4.21 APPLY GEOGRAPHIC TOOLS OF TITLE, GRID SYSTEM, LEGENDS, SYMBOLS, SCALE AND COMPASS
ROSE TO CONSTRUCT AND INTERPRET DIGITAL AND ANALOG MAPS.

GEOGRAPHY ANCHOR STANDARD 13 – MOVEMENT, POPULATION, AND SYSTEMS

4.11 DESCRIBE THE DIFFERENT GROUPS OF PEOPLE THAT HAVE SETTLED IN NEW MEXICO
THROUGHOUT HISTORY AND DESCRIBE THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS TO NEW MEXICO CULTURES.

GEOGRAPHY ANCHOR STANDARD 14 – HUMAN-ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTIONS AND
SUSTAINABILITY

4.23 EXPLORE HOW GEOGRAPHIC FACTORS INFLUENCE LOCATIONS OF SETTLEMENTS AND USE OF
NATURAL RESOURCES TO MEET THE BASIC NEEDS OF HUMANS.

ECONOMICS/PERSONAL FINANCIAL LITERACY ANCHOR STANDARD 5 – ECONOMIC DECISION
MAKING
4.15 EXPLAIN THE IMPACT OF USING NATURAL RESOURCES ON THE LOCAL, COUNTY, AND STATE
ECONOMY.
ECONOMICS/PERSONAL
AND MODELS

FINANCIAL LITERACY ANCHOR STANDARD 7 – ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

4.17 RESEARCH AND CREATE A LIST OF PRODUCTS, GOODS, AND SERVICES THAT NEW MEXICO
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
ECONOMICS/PERSONAL FINANCIAL LITERACY ANCHOR STANDARD 8 – MONEY AND MARKETS
4.18 EXPLORE THE SIGNIFICANCE OF VARIOUS INDUSTRIES IN NEW MEXICO.
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NEW MEXICO ECONOMY – 4TH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS

ETHNIC, CULTURAL, AND IDENTITY STUDIES ANCHOR STANDARD 20 – DIVERSITY AND
IDENTITY

4.25 PARTICIPATE IN INQUIRY OF OTHER PEOPLE’S LIVES AND EXPERIENCES WHILE DEMONSTRATING
RESPECT AND EMPATHY FOR OTHERS.

ETHNIC, CULTURAL, AND IDENTITY STUDIES ANCHOR STANDARD 21 – IDENTITY IN HISTORY
4.26 EXPLAIN CONNECTIONS AMONG HISTORICAL CONTEXTS AND PEOPLE’S PERSPECTIVES AT THE
TIME.
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18

The Southwest region includes Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma,
lahoma, and Texas.

Other regions you
ave studied were visited first by
b colonists from
have
Great Britain and then American settlers.
r
The Southwest region
wasn’t even
plored by Americans
Ameri
explored
until the 1800s.
The first American explorers who
S
sa wide
entered the Southwest
region saw
sp
cener Still,
open spaces
and beautiful scenery.
opu
the population
of the Southwestt grew slowly.
enture were tthe
Those seeking adventure
h to travel through
throug the
only people brave enough
Sou
ative American attacks,
Southwest.
Fear of Native
d control by Spain and Mexico
Mexic
blistering heat, and
ricans from visiting or settling in
kept most Americans
gion.
the Southwest region.

THE CLIMATE
ATE OF THE SOUTHW
OUTHWEST

Most of the Southwest region llies in an area known
n as Arid America, which is an area that
ss than 20 inches of precipitation
precip
doess not receive enough rainf
rainfall to support farming. Less
falls in Arid
merica each year. The soil is sandy and rocky, making it a diﬃcult place to farm. Other regions are
America
vered with trees and grass
covered
grass. This part of the Southwest region is covered w
with cactus and sagebrush,
grow as a low shrub and has a bitter
itter juice and sharp smell.
a plantt that grows
he eastern edge of the Southwest region
on is part of Humid America,
A
The
with wet or moist air.
inche of precipitation falls in Humid America each year. The grass grows high in this
More than 200 inches
h
fa
area of the Southwest
region. This makes it a perfect place for farmers
and ranchers to raise livestock
ll for profit.
that includes animals raised on a farm to eat or sell

FAST FACTS
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NEW MEXICO GEOGRAPHY LESSON FOUR

4.

Fold back each State Card flap. Refer back to your finished Mapp
Mapping Activity
to list each state’s capital with a short
latititude and longitude
ort description and its latiti
address.

he Internet, and other books
boo from the library to list
lis
Then, use encyclopedias, the
and describe two points of interest found
(The first one, Phoenix,
ound in each city.
c
oenix
has been done for you
u as an example.)

Use proper capitalization,
alization, spelling,
spellin punctuation,
ctuatio and grammar in your descriptions.

5.

Glue the complet
completed Flip Book onto
o the right side of your
notebook, across
acro from your Map.
p. Glue the Title above the
Flip
F Book.
Bo

• The southeastern boundary of the
state of Texas is formed by the Gulf of
Mexico.
• The Gulf of Mexico borders Texas for
367 miles.
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REGION FLIP BOOK

NEW MEXICO GEOGRAPHY LESSON SIX

T

New Mexico, the fifth largest state in the nation, is one of four
our states in the Southwest region
reg
of the
United States.
ates. You have already read that Arizona,
Texas,, and Oklahoma are the other three states in the
outhwest region.
Southwest

ARID AMERICA

Remember, most of the Southwest, including
id A
New Mexico, lies in an area known as Arid
America
here less than 20 iinches of precipitation
n falls each
where
year. The so
aking it a diﬃcult
soil is sandy and rocky, making
place to farm
farm.
Lik
ted States, New Mexico
Mex
Like the rest of the United
is
divided into regions. New Mexico’s four regions inclu
include
the Great Plains, the Rocky Mountains, the Basin and Range, and the Colorado Plateau (pla•TOE). A
lea that each region has
as its own special
specia characteristics,
plateau is a large, high plain. You will soon learn
mportant piece of the great state
sta of New Mexico.
making it an important

THE GREAT PLAINS REGION

New Mexico’s Great Plains region
r
is part of the larger
rger area of land that sweeps
swee across North
merica from Canada to Mexi
America
Mexico. In New Mexico, the Great Plains region
vers about one third of the state. This region stretches across the eastern
covers
Mex
part of New Mexico
from a high plateau in thee north to the Pecos River
n the south.
sout Rivers in the high plateau
u have cut deep canyons into
i
Valley in
the land.
mat of the Great Plains region iss hot and dry. It is
The climate
ceives between 10 and 20
considered a semi-arid region because it only receives
inches of precipitation each year. The only trees found growing in this
dry region are those that take root near streams, like cottonwood and
willow trees.
New Mexico’s state flower, the yucca, can be found blooming
throughout the Great Plains region. Yucca s a plant with sword-shaped leaves and clusters of white
waxy flowers. Several species of cacti, including ocotillo (ah•coh•TEE•yo) and prickly pear grow in
this dry region. A variety of ferns and wildflowers also grow well in the hot dry climate of the Great
Plains region. Ranchers raise sheep and cattle in the blue grama and buﬀalo grasses that grow in the
Great Plains region. Farmers plant crops of cotton, hay, barley, and wheat.
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3.

4.

Glue each of the four
f ur Region Title Cards
d
on top of a folded
ded strip on the Flip
F Book
Bo
Template.

Using the lesson,, open each of the
th
doors on the Flip Book Template
T plate
and write two facts about that
region on
provided.
n the lines provide

Use
proper capitalization,
se prope
alization, punctuation,
pun
spelling, and grammar
spellin
g
r in your
yo answers.

5.

New Mexico Geography © 2022
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Glue tthe completed Flip
ip Bookk on
onto
the right side of yourr notebook,
th
across from your Map.
ap.

20

21

22

Have you ever been water skiing across Navajo (NAH•vuh•hoe)
uh•hoe) Lake or whitewat
whitewater rafting down
ovide fun and recreation for m
the Canadian River? New Mexico’s lakes and rivers provide
many New
se, provide much needed wa
Mexican families and their visitors. They also, of course,
water to a state that
h year.
year
only receives about 13 inches of precipitation each
ondering how New Mexico is able to have any rivers
With a state this dry, you’re probably wondering
m New Mexico’s largest and m
or lakes at all. The answer to that comes from
most important water
source, the Rio Grande River.

CUBE FOLDABLE

4.

Glue each correct answer on the underside of its
matching question on the Cube Pattern. Glue
one of the remaining two squares to the middle.
Glue the other remaining square on the underside
rside
of the Title Square.

5.

Glue the completed
ted Cub
Cube Foldable
old
onto
nto
the next blank page
age of your notebook.
no
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NEW MEXICO GEOGRAPHY LESSON SEVEN

6.
Rio Grande means “big river” in Spanish. The Rio Grande River is about 1,880 miles long and flows
south through the high valleys of Colorado and New Mexico before turning east to form the border
between Texas and Mexico. Use the map to trace the Rio Grande River’s path through New Mexico.
New Mexico Geography © 2022
www.splashpublications.com

Test out your Cube Foldable by folding the pages in to make a square.
(The Title Square should be on top.) Read the first question and flip the
Square back to reveal the answer glued underneath.
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NEW MEXICO GEOGRAPHY LESSON EIGHT

NEW MEXICO TRAVEL BROCHURE

New Mexico has been nicknamed the “Land of Enchantment.””

The word enchantment is a perfect
way to describe New Mexico because the state is full of beautiful
utiful
dents
sights and wonderful activities to keep visitors and residents
busy all year round.

NEW MEXICO’S ACTIVITIES

For those who enjoy participating in winter sports,
as in th
New Mexico oﬀers downhill snow skiing areas
the
ed across the
northern and southeastern mountains. Scattered
co are plenty of frozen ponds
mountainous regions of New Mexico
and lakes where ice skaters can practice their graceful ju
jumps or
work on their hockey skills.
nths, water skiing, boating, fishing,
sh
In the summer months,
wimming can be enjoyed throughout New
whitewater rafting, and swimming
mbing, and biking can be en
ons
Mexico. Hiking, climbing,
enjoyed in all four regions
eyball, football, and tennis are
of New Mexico. Other sports like baseball, soft
softball, soccer, golf, volleyball,
ple of all ages through New Mexico’s
M
nd recreation areas.
areas
oﬀered to people
city parks and
rse, those who enjoy watch
Of course,
watching sports instead of playing them can hea
head over to the cities
querque, Las Cruces, or Silver City to watch their favorite college teams play.
of Albuquerque,

THE FOUR CORNERS REGION

New Mexico is full of fascinating places to visit. The northwestern co
corner of New Mexico is
n as the Four
Fo Corners region. This is thee only spot in the United Stat
known
States where the corners of
es come together.
t
yo can visit the states of New
four states
In less time than it takes to tie your shoe, you
zona, C
Mexico, Arizona,
Colorado, and Utah.

NEW MEXICO’S POINTS OF INTERESTT

New Mexico is also home to one national park, seven national forests, several state parks,
national monuments, and many historic places of interest. People from all over the world visit New
Mexico’s points of interest. These tourists help the economy of New Mexico by spending money to
stay in hotels, eat in restaurants, and shop for souvenirs. The fees paid to enter New Mexico’s points
of interest and parks help keep these places beautiful so everyone can enjoy them.
Study the descriptions and maps of New Mexico’s points of interest on the next few pages so
you can help plan your next family vacation through the great state of New Mexico.
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Follow the directions below and on the next page to finish and glue yourr New Mexico Travel
Tr
Brochure
into your New Mexico History notebook.
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PART II

Brochure
TITLES

1.

Using the Brochure Titles
Titles, choose seven Points
ints of Interest to feature
f
Brochure.
in your Travel
r
Brochure

ou’ve chosen and cut tho
Neatly color the Brochure Titles that you’ve
those
Tit
ut along
alon the bold lines.
Titles out

2.
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Glue each Brochure Title in
the space provided on the
Brochure Pages.
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13
NEW MEXICO WILDLIFE LESSON FOUR

MULE DEER
New Mexico has a large number
umber of mule deer.

New Mexico is full of wildlife.

More than 150 species of mammals
mmals roam New Mexico’s fou
four regions.
When the first explorers entered New Mexico, they found and
nd hunted larger “big game” mammals
that included mule deer, pronghorn, and bison.
Today, the bison have almost disappeared and pronghorns
Only mule deer are
ronghorns are protected. On
commonly seen in New Mexico. Some of New Mexico’s
mammals include bighorn
exico’s other big game mam
sheep, black bears, mountain lions, elk, and mule
ule deer.

HOW HUMANS AFFECT WILDLIFE

Sometimes, our progress as humans
mans aﬀects wildlife. As early
ear pioneers moved into
nto N
New
Mexico, they cleared forests of trees,
animals.
s, destroying homes and food supplies of the area’s anima
Hunting the same animals over and over again resulted in the complete loss of some
ome species.
Today, the Departmentt of Game and Fish works to protect animals by studying
tudying their eating
ea
and sleeping habits, issuing
ng permits to hunt certain animals
anim to avoid overcrowding,
rowding, and making it
illegal to bother animals that
of extinction.
hat are rare or in danger
dan
As you read about New Mexico’s large m
mammals, pay special attention to what they eat, as
well as the structural
ural and behavioral adaptations
adaptatio that help them survive.
vive.

BLACK BEARS

Black bears are New Mexico
Mexico’s state mammals. They
hey are omnivores that usu
usually roam the
forests
Omnivores eat meat and plants.
travel to the desert areas
rests of our state. Omnivore
nts. Black bears will also tra
of New
their own habitats. Their
ew Mexico if they can’t
n’t find food and water in the
favorite foods are green plants, insects, and fruit.
Like other
her mammals, black bears
bear are covered with a layer of
thick fur to keep
ep them warm. The fur color of black bears can actually
be black, tan, orr brown. Beginning
Beginnin in late summer and early fall, black
bears search for acorns
other high protein foods. They build fat
corns and oth
layers for added warmth.
During the colder months, black bears find a quiet place at the
BLACK BEAR
base of a tree or under the ledge of a large rock and survive for part
of the winter without making any movement. Building fat layers and
resting during the winter helps black bears survive when food is diﬃcult to find.
Black bear cubs only weigh about eight ounces at birth. Full grown females can weigh as
much as 600 pounds and males can weigh up to 1,200 pounds! Black bears are protected by strict
laws and only a limited number of hunting permits are issued each year.
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ily spotted on the edges
Mule deer can be easily

__________________
________________________________________
_____________________
________________________________________

uring the summer, their coats are _________
During
___________________
________________________________________

rn ____________________________________________
_______________
_____
In the winter, their coats turn
ars, and inside legs aare _______________________________
__________
Their throats, inside ears,
_________________
These colors help hide mule deer from __
____________________________________
____________________
______________________
that include ____________________________________________________________
_____________________
_______
______________________________________________________________________

her interesting facts I’
ut mule deer ar
______
Two other
I’ve learned about
are __________________
_________________
_______________
______________________________________________________________________
_______
______________________
______________________________________________________________________
______
_______________
______________________________________________________________________
_____________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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NEW MEXICO WILDLIFE LESSON SIX

NAME ___________________________________

New Mexico

New Mexico is home to over 480 types of birds.

More
ore than half of the bird species that live in North
America can be found in New Mexico. Some of these
hese birds live in our state aall year long. Many
birds come from other states to visit New Mexico
year. New Mexico’s mild
xico for a few months each yea
summers are perfect for visiting and residentt birds to build nests and be
begin raising families. As you
read about some of New Mexico’s most popular
lar birds, you will notice that each has its own special
nest building and egg laying habits.

GREAT HORNED OWLS

Great horned owls can
an be found throughout the U
United States. In New Mexico, they live
mostly in the Great Plainss region. Great horned owls have
yellow eyes, dark bills, and white patches
h
patch
under their throats. Their bodies are streaked with
w colors of brown, black,
lack,
and gray. Great horned
horn owls are only 20 inches
long, but they have
hav wingspans of 55 inches.
s
If you stretched
out your arms
stre
ms and measured
the length from the longest finger
ger on your left
hand
d to the
t longest finger on your right hand, you
yo
would
get a pretty good idea of a great horned
wo
owl’s
ow wingspan.
Great horned owls build their nests high in
trees or steal nests of hawks, eagles, and crow
crows.
Females lay two orr three grayish-whit
grayish-white eggs that
GREAT HORNED OWL
hatch 30 days later.. Young great horned
horne owls leave their nests 60 days
after birth. Like most
owls eat mostly small mammals.
st owls, great horned
ho
They are also able to turn their heads almost completely
around without moving their bodies.
letely aro

FAST FACTS
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mockingbird

• Great horned owls are able to fly without making any noise. Known
as “silent flight,” their fringed flight feathers allow them to land
without alerting their prey that they are coming.
• Both great horned owl parents take turns sitting on the eggs to keep
them warm. The young owlets have their adult flight feathers just
six months after being born.

14
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Most of the fish found in New Mexico’s
Mexi
lakes,
rivers, and streams are brought in from other states. Only
y two fish, the Gila (HEE•luh)
(HEE•lu trout and the
Rio Grande cutthroat trout are native game fish.

GILA AND CUTTHROAT TROUT

The Gila trout is olive green in color along
long its back with
small black spots. It can be found in New Mexico’s
exico’s cold water
lakes and streams, but don’t keep a Gila trout if you happen to catch
GILA TROUT
OUT
one. Gila trout are endangered and it is against the law
la to take
ake one
on
of these fish home with you.
The Rio Grande cutthroat
fish. This fish is also
New
at trout is New Mexico’s state
s
lso found in N
Mexico’s colder waters, and
d it is legal to fish for it as long as you have the proper
oper fishing license.
license
Brown trout, rainbow trout,
ut, brook trout, lake trout, and
an kokanee salmon
n can also be found in New
Mexico’s cool waters.

OTHER POPULAR
PULAR GAME FISH

Bass fishing is a favorite sport in N
New Mexico’s warm
m water lakes. In fact, b
bass fishing is so
that many clubs havee been formed for the purpose
popular th
purpo of fishing
and
talking about this species.
bass are
nd ta
cies. Largemouth and smallmouth
smal
favorites among New
w Mexico’s fishermen.
As their names
es suggest, largemouth and ssmallmouth bass can
LARGEMOUTH BASS
be identified by the size of their mouths. Striped
bass, spotted bass,
Stri
channel catfish, walleye,
e, crappie (CRAW•pee), aand northern pike are other
types of fish
waters.
h found in New Mexico’s warmer water

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Some of New Mexico’s fish are endangered. Y
You should
h
remember that this means they are in
danger of becoming extinct. There are strict laws to protect New Mexico’s endangered fish. The Gila
trout, Gila chub, Pecos gambusia (gam•BOO•zhu), Gila topminnow, Razorback sucker, and the Rio
Grande silvery minnow are some of New Mexico’s endangered fish.
Fishing is a very popular sport in New Mexico. A license is needed in order to fish in New
Mexico’s waters. The money spent on fishing licenses helps the New Mexico Game and Fish
Department stock the rivers, lakes, and streams with more fish. It also helps pay for the protection of
New Mexico’s endangered species.
Before you decide to go fishing, call the New Mexico Game and Fish Oﬃce to find out what
type of license you will need and the rules you will need to follow when trying to catch dinner!
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New Mexico is home to more than 90 species of fish.

FISH AND REPTILE FLIP BOOK
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NEW MEXICO WILDLIFE LESSON SEVEN

6.

18

Glue th
the FFlip Book Outline under
the
the Flip Book
e folded
f
flaps of th
Pattern..
P
Pattern

Glue the completed Flip Book and Title onto the right side of
your History notebook, across from your Circle Chart.
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WILDLIFE CLASSIFICATION

Amphibians are cold-blooded vertebrates.

Vertebrates are animals with backbones. The word
amphibian means “two lives.” Amphibians spend the first parts of their lives in fresh
fre water breathing
through gills and using their tails to swim. As adults,
ults, they develop lungs and grow legs so they can
live on land. Amphibians return to the water when it is time to breed and lay
la their eggs. The most
popular amphibians in New Mexico are frogs,
s, toads, and salamanders.

FROGS

Frogs are small, slender animals
mals with bulging eyes. They have smooth, wet skin
n that always
looks slimy. Long legs give frogs
gs the ability to leap up tto 20 times the lengths off their bodies. Most
frogs in New Mexico live near
eggs, develop as tadpoles,, and live as adult
ar water where they lay eggs
adu frogs.
Northern cricket frogs,
are one of North America’s smalle
smallest
ogs, found in southeast New Mexico,
M
vertebrates. They are only
y about an inch long, but they can leap up to six feet to escape from
predators that include
ude birds, fish, and other frogs.
frog
Canyon treefrogs
Tree frogs havee large, round ttoe pads that help
reefrogs live in western New Mexico.
M
them climb trees
ees and cling to branches. Their
Th toe pads work like
ike suction cups so tthey can hang on to
wet leaves and
d other slippery surfaces. Other frogs in New Mexico
M i iinclude
l d western
t
chorus frogs, Plains leopard frogs, bu
bullfrogs, and barking
g frogs.
frogs

FROG BEHAVIORS

Frogs in New Mexico range in color from
m
shadess of leafy green to muddy brown. This helps
them blend
nd in with their surroundings.
Frogs eat almost
any live prey they can
alm
n find,
including insects, snails, spiders, worms, and small
mall
fish. Catching fast moving insects and fish requires
es
FROG
good eyesight. Bulging eyes help frogs see in all
directions without moving their heads. Having their eyes
on top of their heads allow frogs to sit in the water with only their eyes and nose above the surface.
Frogs swallow their prey whole because their teeth, if they have any, are used for biting, not chewing.
Skin is an important part of survival for frogs. They must keep their skin moist so oxygen can
pass through it to help them breathe. Frogs have glands that create a type of slimy liquid that helps
them stay moist. About once a week, frogs shed their skin. After twisting, bending, and stretching to
loosen their old skin, they pull their skin over their heads like a sweater. Most of the time, frogs eat
their old skin.
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ed clas
them similar to each other is known as classification. Scientists have created
classification
ups. A classifi
lassificcation system
systems to put every living animal in the animal kingdom into groups.
ther group. Or, it
i could
can be as simple as putting boys into one group and girls into another
al adaptations into groups.
grou
involve putting animals with the same structural or behavioral
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The process of putting objects or animals into groups based on characteristics
ristics that make

You could classify objects using this system as well. Next time you go outside, look aaround
at all the diﬀerent types of rocks on the ground. You could u
use a classification ssystem to put
smooth rocks in one group, rocks with jagged edgess in another group, rocks w
with one smooth
nd so on.
edge and one jagged edge in still another group, and

nt species of animals in the aanimal kingdom. In
You have been learning about many diﬀerent
n you have studied to classify 24 diﬀerent animals as
this activity, you will use the information
s, or arthropods.
mammals, birds, fish, reptiles, amphibians,

DIRECTIONS:
1

Use your coloring pencils and the New Mexico Mammals,
als, Birds, Fish, Reptiles,
Amphibians,
lessons to correctly colorr the 24
phibians, and Arthropods lesso
Classifi
Animals.
lassification Animals

2

Use your scissors to carefully
carefu cut out the
picture of each animal. (Cut around the
bold black lines of each box.)

3

Glue each animal
anim into its proper place on
the Classification Chart.

EXTRA:

Ask your teacher to make you another copy
y of the Classificcation
tem. Try cclassifying
Animals. Make up your own classification system.
these same 24 animals by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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number of legs
whether they give birth to live babies or lay eggs
the types of coverings they have on their bodies
vertebrates or invertebrates
carnivores, herbivores, or omnivores
warm-blooded or cold-blooded
make up your own system of classification
19

11

12

VOCABULARY SIX-FLAPS

The first humans in North America and the area now known
nown as the state of New Me
Mexico were

hunters. Archaeologists (ar•kee•OL•uh•jists) believe that these hunters were orig
originally from the
y walking across the Bering Land Bridge.
continent of Asia. They entered North America by
c
The “bridge” was actually a strip of ice that was 1,000 miles wide. It connected
northeast Asia
to western Alaska thousands of years ago. Wild animals crossed back and forth over the Bering Land
als to North America. Wh
Bridge. The Asian people followed the animals
When the ice melted, th
the frozen
ised the level of the sea. The people who followed
d the animals
bridge disappeared, and the water raised
d animals
anim
into North America had no way to get back to Asia. They contin
continued following the wild
me of these people may have
h
xico.
throughout North America. Some
settled in New Mexico.

ARCTICC OCEAN

ASIA

ALASKA
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NEW MEXICO HISTORY LESSON ONE

3.

definition

definition

definition

definition

definition

Cut
ut out the Definition Pieces
along the outside bold lines.

definition
definition

defin

ition

4.

Using the Glossary, glue each D
Definition
ition P
Piece
onto the back of its matching Vocabulary
Word
r W
on each of the Patterns
erns as shown.

5.

Glue one completed Six-Flap
Six
Vocabulary Organizerr onto the blan
blank
Organizer
page on the left
f side of your notebook. Glue the other O
anizer
directlyy across from it on the right side of your notebook. Glue the
dire
Organizer
next blank
page of
third Six-Flap
FFlap Vocabulary
Vo
zerr onto the n
nk pa
your notebook.
noteboo

BERING SEA

PACIFIC OCEAN
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FIRST PEOPLE FLIP BOOK
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5..

Glue
ue the FFlip Book Ou
Outline under
the folded
the Flip Book
th
olded flaps of th
Pattern.
P
Patte

Glue the completed Flip Book and Title onto the right side of
your History notebook, across from your Circle Chart.
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You have just finished reading about New Mexico’s first people. Until the 1530s, Native
Na
Americans
were the only groups of people living in New Mexico. In fact, the only people living in all of North
angers began arriving in Ne
America were Native Americans. In the late 1500s, strangers
New Mexico. Who
rder to understand, it is important
impo
were these people and what did they want? In order
to travel back to
the 1500s, to the country of Mexico.
THE AZTEC EMPIRE

In the 1500s, the Aztec people lived along the Gulf of Mexico,
Mexic south of New Mexico’s
xico’s Native
ss warriors who created a hu
d many
man
Americans. The Aztecs were fearless
huge empire that included
is empire by
cities and towns. They built this
eople.
defeating other groups of people.
The Aztecs would take control of
GULF
LF OF
ke them pay
their enemy’s land and make
MEXICOO
are was considered a
yearly taxes. Warfare
A
ZTEC
E
MPIRE
y the Aztecs.
religious duty by
ers taken during war were
Prisoners
creat
sacrificed to thee gods. The Aztecs created
wn calendar, built large temples
templ for
their own
gious ceremonies, and crea
religious
created huge
ulptures – pieces of art made by carving
sculptures
od, clay, or sto
wood,
stone.

AZTEC FARME
ARMERS

The Aztecs
ztecs were farmers who
practiced slash-and-burn farming. They
chopped down trees and burned a section
of forest, then planted crops in the clearing.
The ashes from the burned trees fertilized
the soil. Aztec farmers also dug canals to irrigate their crops. They turned shallow lakes into
farmland by scooping up mud from the lake bottoms to form islands. The seeds were planted in the
islands. Wet mud was added regularly to water the crops.

INTERACTIVE TIME LINES

7.

8.

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_______
_____________
__________
_____________
__
_____________

Glue each Time Line Eventt
under its correct date on
the Time Line Templates.
lates.
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Glue one Title and completed Time Line onto the left side of your notebook.
Glue the other Title and completed Time Line onto the right side of your notebook.
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Glue the other
oth four
our Time Line Date
Da pieces
on the second Time Line Template
from
Templat
T
the earliest date to the most re
recent date.
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NEW MEXICO HISTORY LESSON TWO
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18

More than 100 villages of Pueblo people lived in New Mexico when the first Spanish explorers and
nged forever afte
colonists arrived. Life for these Native Americans changed
after the
arrival of the Spaniards.
olonists realized
After settling in New Mexico, Spanish colonists
he ground was
that the climate was dry and terribly hot. The
hard and the new colonists had to work too many long hours
to plant their farms. Instead of doing it themselves, Spanish
colonists forced Native Americans to do it for them.

SPANISH MISSIONS

Native Americans were expected to work long h
hours
animal to feed the
in the fields planting cropss and raising animals
Spanish colonists. The Pueblo were also forced to pay taxes to
nists. The Pueblo paid these ttaxes with corn
the Spanish colonists.
n farms and blankets they had made. Native
from their own
re often beaten and starve
Americans were
starved.

NATIVE
TIVE AMERICAN ALLIE
LLIES

Spain’s rulers wanted Native
N
o give
Americans to
h Spain.
up their native customs and become allies with
ns wo
Spain’ss rulers h
hoped that the Native Americans
would
nothe
help fightt if Spain ever went to war against another
ilding m
rmy of
country. Building
missions and training an army
d on
Native Americans would give Spain a firm hold
New Mexico.
To prepare Native Americans for Spanish control,
missionaries forced the Pueblo to become Christians. Priests
SPANISH MISSIONARY
began to preach that Pueblo gods were evil.
The Pueblo were not permitted to practice their native
customs, speak their native languages, or celebrate their native ceremonies. Spanish soldiers
destroyed the kivas (KEE•vuz) and many of the Pueblos’ religious artifacts. Native Americans who

6.
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NEW MEXICO HISTORY LESSON THREE

7.

Place the true Find thee Fib Cards in the
pocket labeled Truee Facts
Facts.
t Place
ce the
false Find the Fib Cards in the pocket
labeled Fibs. Place
Answer Key
ace your Answ
Card and Answer Sheet Card
Cards behind
ehin
your Fibs.
s.

refused to give up their Pueblo beliefs were punished and sent to prison.
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Glue the
e tw
two Pocket
ocket
k Labels ont
onto the front
of the Two-Pocket
Twow Pocket Organizerr as shown.
s

8.
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Glue the Two-Pocket Organizer onto
the next blank page of your notebook.
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24
NEW MEXICO HISTORY LESSON SEVEN

VENN DIAGRAM ORGANIZER

__

In 1863, two years before the Civil War oﬃcially ended, the
he United States government
governmen divided
ry was created out of the west
the New Mexico Territory in half. The Arizona Territory
western half. New
Mexico was created out of the eastern half.
As you will soon learn, New Mexico had a long way to go before becom
becoming a state. Native
American attacks and settlers who refused to obey laws kept the United Sta
States from granting
statehood to New Mexico.
NATIVE AMERICAN CONFLICTS
CTS

As soon as Civil War fighting
ing ended in the New Mexico Territory, settlers poured
d
into the area. The Navajo (NAH•vuh•hoe)
AH•vuh•hoe) and Apache people watched helplessly
essly as
re taken over by white farmers.
farmer Native Americans attacked the
their hunting territories were
d homes, stole cattle and sheep,
shee and killed entiree families.
white settlements, burned
rmy sent General Jam
he Navajo and
The United States Army
James Carleton to stop the
t kill all Navajo and
d Apache men an
Apache. General Carleton ordered his soldiers to
and
en and children as prisoners. Colonel Christopher “Kit”
t” Carson, the
take their women
ntain man, was put in charge of the operation.
famous mountain
As a mountain man, Kit Carson had lived among Native Americans, learned
ak their languages, and even m
any of them. As a soldier in
to speak
made friends with many
obe
ders and carried out their orders. In
the United States Army, he obeyed
his military leaders
uthern New Mexico, Colone
southern
Colonel Carson and his men attacked the Apache peo
people and
ed them to liv
forced
live on the Bosque (bos•KAY) Redondo Reservation along tthe Pecos River.

THE LONG WALK

After moving
movi the Apache people to a reservation,
eservation, Colonel Carson and his men went
o survived only by hunting, the Navajo also
after the Navajo people. Unlike the Apache who
ood
depended upon their farms and raising sheep for food.
Carson’s troops destroyed Navajo crops and killed all of their animals. Instead of killing all of
the Navajo men like he had been ordered to do, Colonel Carson rounded up all of the Navajo people
and led them on a 300-mile journey to the Bosque Redondo Reservation.
The journey, known as the Long Walk, took the lives of hundreds of Navajo people. There
wasn’t enough food or blankets for the 7,000 people who were forced to make the journey. Those
who didn’t starve or freeze to death arrived at the reservation to find that it was not fit for farming
or anything else. Many more Native Americans died during the first two years of living on the
reservation.
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3.

4.

Glue the Venn Diagram
Diagr
Outline under the
folded
Diagram Pattern.
ded flaps of the V
Venn Diagr

Glue the completed Venn Diagram Organizer onto the blank page on
the right side of your notebook, across from your Compare and Contrast
Note Taking Chart.
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NAME ___________________________________

By 1890, New Mexico had been a territory for 40 years.

The
he people of the New Mexico
Mex
Territory
o become a state. Statehood would
w
were becoming impatient. They wanted New Mexico to
allow
aws and deciding who would
wou govern them
them to be involved in national decisions like making laws
and enforce those laws.
ton who made the decisions fo
Congress and other leaders in Washington
for the United States
te. All of New Mexico’s outla
were not anxious to make New Mexico a state.
outlaws and constant fighting
exico a very good choice for statehood. Most
ost of New
with Native Americans did not make New Mexico
e
Mexico’s residents were either Nativee Americans or Hispanics. Th
These people had very diﬀerent
languages and customs from peoplee in the eastern United States
States.
ven thought that changing the name to Navajo (NAH•vuh•hoe)
NAH•vuh•ho or
New Mexico’s leaders even
ory a better chance at statehood.
stateho
d to make Arizona
Arizon and
Lincoln might give the territory
Congress oﬀered
her. New Mexicans did not like
li this idea.
New Mexico a state together.

NEW MEXICO’S STATEHOOD

Finally, on
n June 20, 1910, President William
Will
Howard Taft signed
d an Enabling Act which
ne hundred
hundre delegate
allowed the New Mexico Territory to write a constitution. One
delegates elected from
every cou
th constitution.
county in the territory met in Santa Fe to write the
On Jan
ent Taft admitted New Mexic
January 6, 1912, President
Mexico to the Union
el
as the 47th state. William C. McDonald was elected
as the state’s first
governor.
ate is responsible for designin
A new state
designing a flag and choosing
esent itself. In 1912, a state seal was approved as
symbols to represent
the symbol of New Mexico. The st
state seal can be seen on the inside
he capitol building. The seal is also stamped on all
and outside of the
ers to make them oﬃcial.
government papers
tate flag
In 1925, the state
flag w
was adopted. The flag is yellow with a red
Zia Pueblo sun symbol in the middle. The circle of the sun represents
prosperity and happiness to the Zia people. The Zia’s rays represent the four directions, the four
parts of a day, the four stages of life, and the four seasons of the year.
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NEW MEXICO HISTORY LESSON EIGHT
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NEW MEXICO GOVERNMENT LESSON FOUR

NAME ___________________________________

NEW MEXICO’S GOVERNMENT
DIRECTIONS: Read each question carefully. Darken the circle for the
e co
correct answer.

New Mexico was the 47th state to join the United States.

Forty six other states had already
a
set the
standard for the way New Mexico’s government would
before New Mexico
d be run. In fact, 125 years be
became a state, the United States Constitution was written. The Constitution clearly outlines the rules
for state and national governments. All state and
New Mexico’s
d national governments, including
inclu
government, are divided into the legislative, executive, and judicial (joo•DIH•shul)
branches.
(joo•D

THE LEGISLATIVE BRANCH

The legislative branch is the part of the government that makes
m
the laws. The legislature
egislat
in
New Mexico has two parts, the Senate
of Representatives. New Mexicans vote
enate and the House o
vot for the
men and women in the Senatee and House of Representat
Representatives. There are 42 senators
nators who are eelected
to four-year terms, and 70 representatives who are electe
elected to two-year terms.
s. These 112 people are
a
elected to make laws for the
he state of New Mexico.
During their terms
erms in New Mexico’s state government, senators
rs and representatives discuss
new laws for the state. Citizens can also contact
laws. All laws start
contac state legislators to suggest
uggest new law
as bills in the legislature.
egislature. To become a law, a bill must be voted on and win a majority
major of votes in both
the Senate and
d House of Representatives. As a final step, the
he approved bill must be
b signed into law
by the governor.
r.

THE EXECUTIVE
ECUTIVE BRANCH

The executive branch is resp
responsible for carrying out
the laws and running the state. The
T governor is in charge
of the
he executive branch. The executive branch also writes a
budget
dget and decides how much money the state will spend
each year. If, for examp
example, the legislative branch voted to
build a new park in your
neighborhood, it would be the
y
executive branch’s job to buy the land and make sure the
park gets built.
Since the governor can’t do everything in a state
as big as New Mexico, he or she must have hundreds of
people to help run the state. Some of these people are
elected by the people, others are chosen by the governor.
The governor communicates with the Senate and House of Representatives by telling the
legislators the types of laws he or she would like to see passed. The senators and representatives
listen to the governor, but they do not have to do everything the governor wants. Their first
responsibility is to the citizens of New Mexico who voted for them.
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How many states joined the United
States before New Mexico?

23

Which of these
describes the
e best describ
executive branch?
anch?
A Thee executive branch is in cha
charge of
carrying
arrying out laws and running the
state.
stat

A 112
B 46

C 42

B The executive branch is in charge of
making laws for the state.
st

D 31

2

C The executive branch
makes money
b
for the state.

All of the following are branches of
New Mexico’s state government except –

D The
executive branch is run by
he executi
senators and representatives.

F judicial

G legislative

6

H executive

After reading the selection
the
lection about th
Legislative Branch, you
ou get the idea that –

G the peoplee who make the most money
mone
need to
o have the most power

A senators and representatives are
chosen
governor
n by the govern

H there needs to be a balance
of senators
ba
and
nd representatives in government

B only senators
for
enators are responsible fo
making the state’s laws

J it keeps one branch from
fro becoming too
powerful

twice as many
C there are almost twic
representatives as there
ther are senators
in the legislature
leg

7

D senators
senator and representatives can serve
ve
in the legislature
for as long as they
leg
want
nt

4

A system
syste of checks and balances
lances is
important
in government because
impo
ecaus –

F the governor needs
eds to have the most
power

J supreme

3

What can you learn
lea from reading the
selection about New
Mexico’s Tribal
N
Governments?

A Native Americans
are not permitted to
Am
vote
vo in New Mexico’s state elections.
B New
Ne Mexico’s governor chooses a leader
for
fo each tribal government.

Which branch of government is
responsible for making sure laws are
followed?

C Tribal governments write their own
constitutions.

F Legislative branch

D Anyone who lives in New Mexico may
vote in tribal elections.

G Executive branch
H Judicial branch
J Supreme branch
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Glue each of the County Organizer Strips under its
correct Population Label on the County Map Organizer.
zer.
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notebook,
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Native Americans were New Mexico’s first settlers.

Cliﬀ dwellings, pithouses, ancient
anci
kivas,
abandoned cities, and mysterious symbols carved in stone
one are all reminders that New Mexico was
home to native cultures before the arrival of
Spanish explorers and American settlers.
Today, New Mexico is home to
thousands of Native Americans. There are 19
9
pueblos and five reservations located in the
state. Study the descriptions of New Mexico’s
Mex
Native Americans and then locate their
heir
pueblos and reservations on thee map
map.

THE PUEBLO CULTURES
URES

The Pueblo culturess are descendants of
the ancient Anasazii (ahn•uh•SAH•zee) and
Mogollon (MOE•gee•yahn)
E•gee•yahn) people. In
the 1300s, the Anasazi and Mogollon
abandoned their
ir villages in northwestern
northwester
and southwestern
uthwestern New Mexico and ssettled in
pueblos,
blos, the Spanish word for towns.
centuries, Pueblo
During the next four cen
cultures
hardships. The Apache
tures faced many hardsh
and Navajo
(NAH•vuh•hoe) tribes entered
avajo (NA
New Mexico
ico and tthreatened to end the peaceful
ful way of life for the
th Pueblo people. Pueblo villages
were raided for foo
food and clothing. Pueblo children
from their parents.
ildren were stolen fr

SPANISH MISSIONARIES

The Spanish arrived a short time later and made life for the Pueblo even more diﬃcult.
Explorers in search of gold trampled through Pueblo villages in hopes of finding treasure.
Spanish missionaries forced the Pueblo into a life of slavery and tried unsuccessfully to
convert them to Christianity. Native Americans were not permitted to practice their ancient customs
or speak their native languages. They were forced to learn to speak Spanish. Disease and starvation
killed thousands of Pueblo people during this period. The Pueblo Revolt of 1680 ended Spanish
control over the Pueblo for a short time. After the Mexican War, the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo
granted land for the 19 Pueblo communities.
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NEW MEXICO GOVERNMENT LESSON SIX

3.

capitalization, spelling,
Use proper capitalization
grammar
in your
punctuation, and gramm
r
answers.
answers

4.

Finish folding the Pinwheel Study Guide along the dotted lines
before gluing it onto the next blank page of your notebook.
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Use the lesson
esson to anwer each of
o
the questions
uestions on the lines provided.
provi

26

28

Many people choose
se to make the mone
money they need by running their
heir own companies. These
people are known ass entrepreneurs. Selling lemonade
on a hot summer
neighbor’s
lem
mer day or cutting the neighb
lawn and trimming
ing the bushes are examples
of entrepreneurship.
urship. Entrepreneurs decide
how much money
product or
oney to charge for a produc
service. They are responsible for runn
running their
companies.
freedom of making
panies. They enjoy the fr
their
eir own rules.
Some entrepreneurs eearn income by
buying
g property and renting it to other people.
e.
Apartments,
houses, cars, tools, and furnituree
nts, hous
are the typess of items
item that an entrepreneur might
ght buy and rent to other people.
People rent these items because they cannot
nnot aﬀord to buy them. Entrepreneurs can make a lot
of money renting their property to other people who pay them weekly or monthly rent. When the
renter is finished using the item, entrepreneurs can rent it to someone else.

77:(17<

Turn the Learning Wheel clockwise so that
three new blank windows appear. Repeat
directions 4 – 6 to complete the information
n
for these blank windows.

EA
RN
ER
S

GE
WA

8.

Continue
nue turning the Learning Wheel
Wh clockwise until you
u
have
information
from your Circle
e written all of the infor
f
rcle Chart
in
n the blank windows.

ies
pan
com
wn

RS

ENTREPRENEURS (ONN•TRAH•PAH•NEW•ERS)

7.

own
the
ir o

Economy is a word used to describe the way people make money. No matter where you live, you
must be involved in some activity that provides a way for
survive. Food,
or you and your family to sur
clothing, and shelter are basic needs in your family and
d every community throughout
througho the world.
These things are usually not given away for free. People must trade their time
tim and labor for money.
In America, we have a free enterprise system.
stem. This means that we are free to choose the type
of work we want to do to make the money we need. If we want to work for
f a company, the owners of
the company may require us to be educated about the company’s products
or the way thee company
prod
does business. We may also be required
before working for a company.
ed to learn certain skills befo
mpan Some
jobs pay more than others. It’s important
get the education for the
ortant to learn the skills and g
he job you
want.

ECONOMY LEARNING WHEEL
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NEW MEXICO ECONOMY LESSON ONE

REWARDS
There are rewards for people who choose to become entrepreneurs. Good entrepreneurs
can make a nice profit running their own companies. Owning a business gives entrepreneurs a lot
of freedom to choose their own hours and decide how much to charge for products and services.
Entrepreneurs also get to hire employees they want to work with.
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Glue the completed Learning Wheel onto the right
side of your notebook, across from your Circle Chart.
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5.

New Mexico’s first settlers had an economy that was based almost entirely on hunti
hunting.

Animals on

land and in the water provided everything that a family
mily needed to survive. The
meat was eaten, the skins and furs were used for clothing and warmth, and th
the
bones were carved into tools and weapons. Even
ven the teeth of some animals were
used to make jewelry.
Just like metal coins and paper money we use to pay for thing
things today, a
value was placed on these items, and
other families.
d they could be traded with ot

HUNTERS AND GATHERERS
RERS

CO
PY

As the climate grew warmer and the animals moved
mov to colder places,
New Mexico’s economy changed
farming and gathering.
hanged from hunting to farm
g. Basket
Makers grew crops of corn, squash, and beans. They made baskets that
at were so
tightly woven they
y could be used to collect seeds
seed and carry water to their small
farms.
The Anasazi
people improved upon
nasazi (an•uh•SAH•zee) peo
on this early farming eeconomy by digging
ditches.
ditches When it rained, thee ditches filled with water and the water
was used
to irrigate their crops.
u
crops

SPANISH MISSIONARIES
SSIONARIES

The first
st Spanish missionaries in New
Ne Mexico brought cattle,
sheep, horses, and goats with them. They taught Native Americans
how to grow wheat, grapes, melons,
melon and fruit trees. The Spanish also
introduced taxation
For the first time, Native
ation to the Native Americans.
A
Americans were required to pay taxes in the form of crops to the
Spanish government.
Trading became even more popular during this time because
there were so many diﬀerent items to trade. One family might trade a cow for another family’s fresh
fruits and vegetables. By the time Americans arrived in New Mexico, gold and silver coins were also
being used to buy the supplies a family needed.

6.

Glue the completed Pull-Out Pocket Organizer onto the right
side of your notebook, directly across from your Map.

7.
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Squeeze the sides of the Envelope. One at a ti
time,
slide in each of the three
Cards,
thre Pull-Out
Out Pocket
k Organizer
O
starting with Question One in the front and
a ending
with Question
tion Three in the back.
back

Glue the Title above the Pull-Out Pocket Organizer.
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After World War II, New Mexico’s economy continued to improve.
mprove.

People who had trav
traveled to New
Mexico during the war liked what they saw. They found a beautiful state with a warm
war climate and
plenty of natural resources. After the war ended, many
make New Mexico
y of these people chose to ma
their new home.
Between 1940 and 1960, New Mexico’s population
550,000 to almost one million
pulation doubled from 550,0
people. In addition to farming, ranching, and
New Mexico’s
d mining, World War II had helped
he
economy with manufacturing, food processing,
bases, and government
ng, scientific research, military
milit
facilities, including permanent Air Force bases.

RANCHING AND FARMING
G
Today, New Mexicans earn money in many diﬀerent
er
ways. There are many large ranches
ranc
in
the state, where cattle and sheep graze on the open range.
rang
Major crops in New
include hay, sorghum, onions, and
w Mexico includ
potatoes. Dairy products,
nuts, pinto beans,
ucts, piñon (PEEN•yahn) n
and chilis are also
New Mexico.
o important farm products in N
If you had
morning or
ad milk on your cereal this m
refried beans last night for dinner, there is a very good
chance that
hat they came from a ranch or farm in New
Mexico.
co.
MINERAL RESOURCES

New Mexico
Mex
is rich in mineral resources.
s. Ura
Uranium,
potash, salt, and copper are just a few of the mine
minerals found
beneath thee ground in New Mexico.
Gas companies
drill holes in New Mexico
looking
mp
co lookin
ng for
oil and natural gas. Silver and turquoise have been
een used
useed in
making New Mexico’s jewelry for hundreds of years.

CAUSE AND EFFECT ORGANIZER
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NEW MEXICO ECONOMY LESSON SIX

6.

Unfold each of the flaps and read the Cause Statement.
tatemen
Find and glue the Effect Statement that resulted
ed
from that cause. Glue each Effect Statement
entt into its
proper place on the Cause and Effect Pattern.
attern.

TOURISM
In the early 1900s, doctors in the East began sending patients
to New Mexico to get well in the warm weather and the clean, dry air.
Artists, writers, and photographers soon followed to earn a living from New Mexico’s beauty.
Today, millions of tourists visit New Mexico’s ski slopes, pueblos, caves, and other points of
interest. Many come to purchase Native American arts and crafts that can’t be found any place else
in the world. Thousands of New Mexicans work in the tourist industry. Tourists help New Mexico’s
economy by spending money in the state’s parks, points of interest, hotels, shops, and restaurants.
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7.

Glue the completed Cause and Effect Organizer onto the next
blank page of your notebook.
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